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I. SUMMARY

A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

In formulating a policy for the purchase of buses during the next five

years, the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) has two alternatives: (1) To per-

petuate the present heterogeneous composition of its fleet, or (2) to standardize

on one type. To help it decide which course of action provides the most equit-

able solution, CTA enlisted tJie services of Arthur D. Little, Inc.

This report evaluates the factors that should form the basis of CTA's
purchasing policy. The following considerations are highlighted:

1 . Age and condition of the present bus fleet;

2. The comparative economics of propane-fueled and diesel-

powered buses;

3 . The present and future availability of fuels used in CTA
equipment;

4. The present and future pricing structure of propane, gasoline,

and diesel fuel;

5. Inside and outside storage of diesel and propane buses; and

6. The impact of technology on future power media.

In relation to their importance to this study, the effects of city ord-

nances concerning air pollution, odor, noise, and toxicity of exhaust fumes were

also considered.

B. CONCLUSIONS

There are indications that the supply of propane fuel will in all prob-

ability increase during the next three to five years, with an accompanying level

or softened price structure . Beyond that period, we believe that propane pricing

will strengthen.

artlitir ai.ltlttlcjnr.



For the near term,, the price of diesel fuel which CTA buys may
strengthen somewhat, primarily because of improved refinery margins and

higher nationwide oil refinery operating levels. Over the long term, indica-

tions are that diesel fuel will be in greater supply. This should be reflected

in a general price softening.

A continued growth in demand for commercial jet fuel may pose a

threat to the price levels of kerosene type fuels in the Chicago area.

We can find no fundamental price trend in either propane or diesel

fuel which is so strong that it is not obscured in short-term price fluctuations

caused by seasonality, year -to year weather variations, and local competitive

effects.

A comparison of the propane bus fleet series purchased in 1951 and

those purchased in successive years shows marked improvement in cost and

efficiency of operation.

Because of a lack of data on the newer-model diesel buses, their

costs and operating statistics cannot be compared with those of successive

series of propane buses.

Cost and operating data developed by other properties cannot be

used for comparison (except as a general index) with CTA's cost statistics,

inasmuch as each property has unique environmental problems and operational

policies.

Data collected from an analysis of 34, 000 IBM (Cardex) punched cards

provided valuable information concerning dissemination and separation of bus

component costs. Further pertinent and valuable information can be obtained

from continued use of the Cardex system, and its application to other related

costs and operating elements.

CTA has subjected the propane bus to a rigorous "shakedown" through-

out the years. This has resulted in the evolutionary development of equipment

suitable for service requirements.

The cumulative operation and maintenance costs of the diesel fleet

purchased fr n Chicago Motor Coach exhibit abnormalities when com-

pared with those of other CTA diesel series. The data collected for this series

provides little, if any, relative pattern or characteristic when compared with

that of other diesel series.

avtlntr ZD.ltlttlcJnr,



The level oiid ]in«.»crn of the maiiHenuncc expense rates for the 500-

700 diesel buses scries dUfei so widely from those of all the other bus series

that they were considered unsuitable as a basis for estimating prospective

diesel bus maintenance expense rates.

The cost comparison between the two types of buses is based on the

best estimates of the expected future costs of buses of either type which might

be purchased in the next fl\ie years rather than on a comparison of actual past

costs. Past experience is useful for this purpose only inasmuch as it permits

estimates of future costs.

The incidence of maintenance costs by age of buses Is not altogether

the same for different series. Some series had higher initial and lower subse-

quent costs than others. Therefore, we had to compare average annual costs

over the entire lifetime of the bus series or over a sufficiently long period of

amortization.

The lifetime of a bus, however, is not a clearly defined period,

since many parts are replaced by new or reconditioned ones over a period of

service. For this reason, cost comparisons have been made on the basis of

arbitrarily assumed bus lifetimes, the length of which has only a minor effect

on the end results

,

Maintenance costs increase with increasing age or accumulated mile-

age of a bus. Acquisition costs are Incurred only at tJie beginning of the service

of a bus and must be spread over its entire lifetime to permit comparison.

Although we have not been able to obtain reliable information on main-

tenance costs of late-model diesel buses, it is not very likely that these expense

rates for the newer models are lower than those of series 6501-6630 by as much

as the percentage improvement factor' developed in this study Indicates. Prospec-

tive maintenance costs of late-model diesel buses would have to be between 57%

and 34% lower than those of series 6501-6530 (depending on the cost estimate used

for propane buses) to match the corresponding cost for propane buses

,

An attempt was made to obtain pertinent Information from other transit

authorities , The data available was too limited and inconclusive to permit a safe

estimate. It is our belief that the range of possible improvement of newer rela-

tive to older diesel bus series is narrower than that for propane buses which were

still comparatively untested in 1951, whereas the diesels had accumulated con-

siderable experience and malfunctions had been corrected long before that time.

The two types of buses exhibit the same differences and the same pat-

tern in the rates for body and chassis (combined) as they do in propulsion. More-

over, the maintenance expense rates for body and chassis combined are generally

as high or higher than those for propulsion: that Is, they comprise more than half

the total maintenance costs. Propulsion and combined body and chassis rates seem

to move in approximately the same pattern and consequently, so do the rates of total

maintenance expense.
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There has been a marked and consistent lowering of maintenance ex-

pense rates from series 5000-5499 (placed in service in 1950-51) to series 5500-

5999 (placed in service from the end of 1953 to 1955), although the design of the

bus did not change materially.

In carrying out a development program with propane buses, CTA has

not been burdened with any greater cost than that required to operate the diesel

fleet through the same period.

We included in our future costing data an improvement factor which

reflects the improved fuel consumption of the latest GMC diesel buses. This im-

provement factor represents an 11% decrease in the specific fuel consumption-

-

from 0.45 Ib/bhp/hr for the older diesels to 0.40 Ib/bhp/hr for the latest type of

GMC buses.

The lower specific fuel consumption of the newer GMC diesel engines

should result in a less objectionable exhaust as a result of more complete com-
bustion. As a result, the emission of odoriferous exhaust products has been de-

creased appreciably. Further, the noise characteristics of the newer diesel bus

have been materially lessened through the optimum use of insulating techniques.

From a qualitative standpoint, the propane buses operated by the CTA are notice-

ably quieter and produce less objectionable visible exhaust product than compara-

ble diesel series of buses.

Certain authorities feel that of the three basic types of internal combus-

tion engines, the diesel engine contributes least to smog. The propane engine is

reportedly the worst offender in this regard. In any event, at the present time

smog is not a major problem in the Chicago area. Further, the air pollution code

regarding the City of Chicago pointedly omits any reference to pollution as related

to the operation of LPG-Propane buses.

Differences between diesel and propane buses in connection with air

pollution, toxicity, odor and noise, are not sufficient to override the economic

differences developed in this study. CTA operations contribute less than 4% to

particulate air pollution in downtown Chicago, even in summer.

There is little likelihood that major advances in technology will make

available revolutionary new types of power plants which can be used in bus opera-

tions within the next five years. However, developments such as the "fuel cell,"

in which fuel is converted directly to electrical energy, should be watched for

significant progress. In five to ten years, the gas turbine, which is being de-

veloped by many of the major engine producers, may be developed to a point where

the over-all efficiencies can compete favorably with, if not offer improvements

over, the present diesel cycle.
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C. RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the indicated and marked improvement in mainten-
ance and operating costs, we recommend that CTA continue to purchase pro-

pane buses for the major pait of its fleet requirement.

CTA should investigate the possibility of upgrading the older pro-

pane bus series through programing progressive replacements of components
and design features which have shown improvement in successive model changes.

CTA should Investigate the possibility of a cooperative development

program with the suppliers of the propane equipment, to ensure that efforts

toward optimum design are progressing.

At the outset of this study, the Bus Committee was considering the

purchase of 150-300 GMC diesel buses . We recommend that CTA consummate

this purchase to provide the means for the meaningful, valid accumulation of

performance, operating and maintenance data necessary for comparison with

later series cf propane buses.

In contract negotiations for the purchase of fuel, CTA must continue

to protect itself against unfavorable short-term price fluctuations and take ad-

vantage of long-term favorable trends.

The data on bus component changes gathered from CTA's Cardex sys-

tem and transferred to IBM cards for processing provides valuable Information.

CTA should continue and expand the use of the Cardex system to provide a con-

trol on cost elements necessary for purposes of evaluation.

Technological developments with regard to revolutionary and evolu-

tionary methods for providing power should be watched by staff groups for pos-

sible bus application in the future. We do not recommend, however, that CTA
enter into costly investigatory or development programs regarding these tech-

nological advances.
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II. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

When the Chicago Transit Authority was formed, its inheritance was
small and its needs were great. With aged and diverse surface transportation

equipment, it sought to meet the mounting demands of a growing metropolitan

population. Consequently, its most pressing problems were expansion and mod-
ernization of its bus fleet.

Obviously, the solution of such problems involved considerable capital

outlay. CTA, however, like its counterparts throughout the country, is expected

to be self-supporting. It must generate enough capital through earnings to mod-

ernize equipment, perform necessary maintenance and repair, and pay all over-

head expenses incurred in operating an efficient public transportation system. If,

however, unforeseen developments such as a rapid increase in population or inor-

dinate delays in service caused by traffic congestion necessitate sizable expansion

of its bus fleet, it can raise the necessary capital by: (1) floating a public bond is-

sue, or (2) raising fares. Resorting to either method, however, invariably evokes

strong public criticism, scrutiny by political and civic groups, and an unsympa-

thetic reaction to its plight. Consequently, all Authorities make every effort to

avoid controversy and minimize expenditures.

Thus, to meet increasing passenger traffic within the framework of a

limited budget, CTA adopted certain expedients . First, it attempted to prolong

the useful life of its buses by extending the retirement age. Second, it supple-

mented the fleet by acquiring Chicago Motor Coach Lines' entire fleet of fairly

new diesel buses at an attractive price. Third, it sought to reduce operating

expenses by replacing two-man streetcars with one-operator buses. Finally,

after inviting bids for the first major purchase of buses in 1950, it decided to

purchase Twin Coach propane -fueled buses in preference to diesel -powered buses

or propane-fueled buses manufactured by other companies so that its purchasing

dollar would go farther.

CTA's engineering studies indicated that maintenance, fuel cost, and

longevity of motors favored the purchase of propane buses. Therefore, original

cost became the deciding factor. Since Flxible-Twin Coach Co. usually sub-

mitted the lowest bids for new buses during the years 1950 to 1958, CTA normally

awarded Twin Coach the contract . By so doing, CTA was able to purchase a

greater number of buses with a fixed amount of dollars during a period when ex-

pansion, as well as modernization, was of vital importance. For example, the

planned modernization program, which was completed in 1958, would still be more

than 100 buses shy of realization had diesels been purchased, and more than 60

buses short had propane buses of the other manufacturer been selected. Moreover,

since it did not have enough capital to build the necessary garaging for its fleet,

CTA decided that outdoor storage of propane buses was more economical than

outdoor storage of diesels.

avtlnir ZD.^ittlcJInr.



Qf course, while eliminating some problems, expediency often creates

others. For example, since Chicago Motor Coach's diesel fleet was not new
when CTA purchased it, this group of buses has required above-average mainte-

nance and repair. Likewise, extending the retirement age of older buses has en-

tailed greater reconditioning costs. Finally, because of the purchase of 1900

propane buses since 1950, CTA now operates a heterogeneous fleet.

With the modernization program completed, the CTA Board wanted to

establish an orderly annual replacement program. Thus, in 1959, it formed a

Bus Committee.

This group has been concerned primarily with a review of the econom-

ics of CTA's bus operation and the formulation of a purchasing policy for bus re-

placement during the next five years. It must decide whether to perpetuate the

present heterogeneous composition of the fleet or to standardize on one type

.

To help establish a basis for its purchasing policy, however, it asked Arthur D.

Little, Inc. , to investigate the comparative economics of diesel and propane buses.

B. APPROACH

Initially, we considered a comparison of only the propulsion units in

propane and diesel buses, but it became apparent that such a comparison would

not reveal the true costs of bus series. Moreover, we felt that considering bus

purchases solely in terms of propulsion is not valid, inasmuch as the vehicle is

purchased as a complete package. When the propulsion unit is removed during

overhaul or periodic maintenance, it (like all major components) loses its iden-

tity with the original bus.

We therefore examined the major cost elements, to determine what

combination of costs would provide a valid basis for comparison of propane and

diesel buses. In the final analysis, the sum of the following costs (in (j:/mi)

formed the basis of comparison:

1 . Acquisition of buses (including extras

and replacement parts, less salvage);

2. Maintenance, excluding garage labor;

3. Fuel; and

4 . Bus storage

.

These elements are detailed in the sections that follow.
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III. FUEL

The types of fuel required in CTA's buses are important considerations
in an evaluation of the relative economics of the two bus types. Part of our in-

vestigation, therefore, was aimed at identifying future trends in the supply and
price structure of LPG and diesel fuel.

A. FINDINGS

1 . Availability

Both types of fuel will be available in Chicago for a long time to come.
Diesel fuel is in ample supply from local refineries and petroleum products pipe-

lines from the Southwest. Unlike other areas of the country, the Chicago area

is not plagued by seasonal propane supply problems resulting from tank-car

shortages, since its requirements are either met locallyor delivered by pipe-

line to large underground storage facilities.

2 . Pricing

No fundamental trend in the price of either fuel is so strong that it can-

not be obscured in short-term fluctuations caused by seasonality, weather varia-

tion, and local competitive efforts. Of course, future prices may be influenced

by decisions that cannot be predicted at this time. For example, a Canadian

group could decide to build a gas liquids (including propane) pipeline to Chicago

and glut the market with LPG; similarly, the airlines could decide to relax

specifications for commercial jet fuel and thereby remove the major threat to

the price stability of the high -specification diesel fuel purchased by CTA.

In a climate of short-term uncertainty in the local price of fuels, CTA
must ensure that its fuel -purchase contracts protect it against unfavorable short-

term price effects and at the same time allow it to take advantage of favorable

trends. We believe that CTA has been doing a good job of selecting contract

terms and escalation clauses that provide price protection.

During the next several years (perhaps to 1965), diesel fuel prices

can be expected to stiffen somewhat under the influence of improved refinery

margins as the nationwide overcapacity in petroleum refinery operations is

relieved by normal growth in demand. At the same time if the price of propane

to CTA is not otherwise restrained by contract terms, it should not rise; in fact,

it could fall somewhat under the influence of growing competition between new

avtimr ai.i.ittlp,ll«r.



suppliers. The traditional nationwide price structure of propane is under pres-

sure because of new supply points and changes in the economics of transportation

and storage. This should tend to make market competition for propane demand
more severe (particularly in the Chicago area) than it is in the actual price which
CTA can negotiate. CTA has been the beneficiary of substantial discounts off the

local propane prices; a weakening in the wholesale price level in Chicago need

not be passed on to the same extent to a large consumer such as CTA.

Ehjring this shorter-term period, the principal threat to diesel fuel

price levels beyond the normal improvement in refinery margin levels is a rigid

growth in demand for kerosene jet fuel by the airlines. This product requires

the same limited portion of the crude oil supply as the high -specification diesel

fuel which CTA requires. Airline demand for kerosene jet fuel can exert upward
pressure on the price of the kerosene group of distillate fuels only so long as a

peculiar federal fuel tax makes a tax distinction between the gasoline-based

military jet fuel (JP4) and kerosene. Many industry observers expect a change

in this ruling. Both fuels would then be taxed on an equal basis, and the airlines

could thus buy gasoline-based JP4 if kerosene prices showed a tendency to get

out of line

.

For the longer term (beyond five or six years), the relative price

trends of the two products appear to be the reverse of their near-term potentials.

There might be stronger upward pressure on propane prices than on diesel prices

over the long term. During this period, the principal influence will be the strong

tendency (despite government regulatory action) for natural gas prices and crude

oil prices at the wellhead to move more closely together. This is currently

evidenced by a rise in natural gas prices, even though they are controlled by the

Federal Power Commission. Recovery levels for propane (and therefore, propane

supply) are economically related to the price of natural gas in the field; the prices

of petroleum products are strongly influenced by crude oil prices. Thus, a long-

term trend for a narrowing of the difference in these two prices indicates greater

upward pressure on propane prices than on diesel prices. We doubt that the jet

fuel demand problem will continue to affect diesel fuel prices, since the airline

specification of a narrow-boiling- range kerosene fuel is based on the peculiar

fuel tax ruling which most observers believe will be changed.

During 1959, the prices which CTA paid for diesel fuel and for LPG
averaged 10. li and 6.2^ per gallon, respectively. These prices (on a 12-month

moving average basis) were drifting downward during the early part of 1960 under

the influence of general product price weakness in the Midwest. The trend in

CTA's prices is shown in Figure 1.

Although prices will continue to fluctuate, we believe that an average

annual price level of 10. 5(^ for diesel and 6.0(^ for LPG is a reasonable estimate

of the short-term pattern. We have used these numbers for fuel costs for the

artbtit ai.llittlcKnr.
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next five years in our calculations. For the longer term, a gradual increase in

the annual average propane price to a high estimate oil .5^ per gallon and a low

estimate of 6.75(^ per gallon represents the price pressures we have discussed.

We have held the long-term diesel price constant at lO.Sc^i. These prices appear

in the projected cost analysis in Section V.

B. SUPPLY

1 . Propane

Propane and other liquefied petroleum gases have historically been

supplied to the Chicago area by rail tank car from natural gas processing plants

in the Southwest, principally from Oklahoma and Texas. Pipelines, however,

are being used more and more in the movement of this product. Out-of-state

supplies are supplemented by LPG recovered at local refineries and from a

large petrochemical plant at Tuscola, Illinois, which recovers LPG and other

hydrocarbons from a large natural gas pipeline. Refinery LPG and pipeline

plant LPG investments tend to be justified on the basis of local market prices;

these prices have historically been set in the Chicago area by the posted prices

in the Southwest plus rail transportation. The key price in this supply system
has been the field price for propane; the indicator price for Chicago, as well

as for most of North Central and North Eastern United States, has been the so-

called Group 3 price (the price of propane in Oklahoma for northern shipment).

The recent price history for propane (as a 12 -month moving average from Piatt's

Oilgram) is shown in Figure 2. The 12-month moving average is used to elimi-

nate the effect of seasonality, which is quite severe in propane pricing.

The wholesale price for propane in Chicago is not normally posted in

Piatt's Oilgram or similar price services. It is, however, roughly equivalent

to the price that a purchaser in Chicago would pay for tank-car shipments of

Group 3; thus it represents the Group 3 price plus freight. The price that CTA
pays for its propane can be thought of as the Group 3 quotation plus rail freight

minus the discount that CTA can negotiate. For the year 1959, for example, the

12-month average of Group 3 propane price lows was 4.7(^ per gallon. The

Chicago wholesale price low, based on 3.4(^ per gallon rail freight, was 8. li per

gallon. CTA's price averaged 6.2(^ per gallon, or 1.9(^ off the local price.

The top line of Figure 3 shows the amount by which the Chicago price

exceeds Group 3. Because of the increased railroad freight rates in the past

several years, propane prices in Chicago at the wholesale level have been on the

increase relative to Group 3 prices. This Chicago price has less fundamental

meaning than the Group 3 price. Many key suppliers of propane for the Chicago

area have transportation facilities by pipeline; thus, they realize greater econ-

omies than those who still must ship by rail. This accounts for the price-cutting

which has prevailed in recent years among Chicago area customers with signifi-

cant bargaining power.
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Pipeline transportation, which several companies enjoy for propane

from the Southwest, does not provide as greatly reduced economies as might be

apparent at first consideration. Because of the seasonal nature of propane de-

mand, a marketer of significant quantities requires considerable storage near

the market if he does not receive supplies by tank car from the Southwest. Be-

cause of the geology of the Chicago area, underground storage facilities are ex-

pensive. Since the product must be shipped by truck to user, an additional

transportation cost is involved as well.

Nevertheless, there are improved economics for the oil companies

with pipelines and large-scale storage facilities, for they can discount below

the normal Chicago wholesale LPG prices somewhat more than they might dis-

count other products with a less synthetic pricing system. The discount that

CTA has enjoyed is also in Figure 3. As is apparent, much of the increase in

rail freight rates has been absorbed by those supplying propane to CTA, and

Chicago Transit has enjoyed growing discounts.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate why it is important to keep in mind the

particular price in which one is interested. The CTA price over the past period

has been more closely related to changes in the Group 3 price than it has to the

local wholesale price. Intense future competition in the Chicago area could

easily weaken the Chicago price, but it might not carry through to the CTA price;

in fact, it could have an almost opposite effect, according to several oil company
observers. They believe that changing transportation methods may narrow the

spread between prices at market points and in the field, but that producers and

consumers might share transportation savings. If this were the case, there

could actually be a stiffening of Group 3 and CTA prices at the same time that

local Chicago prices were slipping.

We have tended to discount this view, feeling instead that the intensified

competition for propane markets in the Midwest could easily back up on Group 3,

especially if the possibility of building a line to bring natural gasoline, propane,

and butane directly to the Chicago area should become actuality. (Discussions

on this subject were held in Calgary in June, 1960. ) If these mounting supplies

of LPG are brought into the Chicago area, no one doubts that price competition

will become a reality.

The degree to which these new supply points, with their improved

distribution economics, can compete among themselves in the market so that

they can pass transportation savings on to consumers is somewhat speculative.

Most oil company representatives with whom we talked believe that there is

adequate supply in the Southwest to sustain this kind of competition and weaken
market prices.
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Beyond the foreseeable surpluses, however, it is more difficult to de-

termine whether enough LPGwill be available to meet the rapidly growing demand
at current price levels. U. S. demand for LPG has grown almost 10% per year,

while its source fuels- -crude oil and natural gas --were growing at considerably

lower rates. This implies a higher degree of recovery from natural gas and

refinery streams. The economics of increasing recovery levels depend upon the

alternate value of the LPG left in the gas or refinery stream; thus, the economic

incentive for maximum LPG recovery declines somewhat with rising gas-field

prices.

Propane supplies in the area from the Tuscola plant of National Petro-

chemicals represent an unusual type of trunk-gas -line recovery plant. We are

aware of no plans to build a similar type of plant in an area accessible to the

Chicago market in the near future. However, substantial supplies of propane

are furnished in the Chicago market from refinery gas streams. Propane from
refineries, unlike natural gasoline plant propane, contain some unsaturated

propylene. Some customers prefer gasoline plant material because of the sus-

pected deleterious effects of propylene in specific uses. However, for internal

combustion uses such as that required by CTA, propylene containing refinery

material is satisfactory.

Refinery recovery levels in areas surrounding the Chicago market

are considerably lower than the nationwide average. In 1958, for example,

propane recovery level on a nationwide basis was 1. 23% of the crude oil run in

the U. S. refineries. However, in the Bureau of Mines refinery district (com-

prising Indiana and Illinois, together with Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, and

Tennessee), propane recovery levels were only 0.7% of the crude run. Part of

the reason for this low recovery is that several large refiners ship refinery

streams containing propane to petrochemical plants for further processing.

Many plants, however, do not recover propane, primarily because many re-

finers are not in the business of marketing propane and have not found the in-

centive to market the product, to construct expensive propane storage, and to

make processing investments within the spread allowed by propane sales prices

and the fuel value of the material in the stream- Many refiners recover a crude

propane cut as a by-product of refining operations. When left in the gas stream,

this material has a value of about 3. 5^ a gallon to the refiner as fuel in the

Chicago area. From this 3.5(^ a gallon base (the price he would have to pay to

obtain substitute natural gas for burning under his boiler), he must invest in

further facilities to purify the cut to meet the propane specifications, storage,

loading facilities, etc. Many refineries have simply not chosen to make this

investment although the percentage recovery level in the Midwest and in the

United States as a whole is constantly increasing. We do not believe that the

refinery supply is an important factor in holding the CTA propane price down
to its current contract levels. Further recovery levels by refiners will probably

be predicated on a continuation of current price levels rather than on a desire

to enter the market through active price competition.
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Undoubtedly the biggest uncertainty surrounding the future propane

prices in the Chicago area is the Canadian LPG export situation. With Canadian

and U. S. authorities' approval of natural gas pipeline streams for shipment of

Canadian gas to California and the Midwest, the potential recovery of substantial

quantities of natural gas liquids in Alberta, over and above Canada's ability to

consume them, is imminent. In June, the Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation

Board conducted hearings on four proposed schemes for the utilization of Alberta's

surplus natural gas liquids. The most ambitious of these schemes is that of

Westalta Products Pipeline Ltd. , a subsidiary of Pembina Pipeline Limited; it

calls for the construction of a gas liquids gathering line in Alberta and a 1300-

mile trunk line gas liquids pipeline to Chicago. The proposal calls for a through-

put of 73, 000 barrels per day in 1962, increasing to 190, 000 barrels per day by

1976, of a 15% LPG, 85% natural gasoline stream. Proportions of this material

would be delivered to Calgary and Edmonton as well as to other points along the

line. Substantial quantities would be expected to go to the Chicago area; this

supply would be almost as large as the area's present consumption. The Westalta

proposal was hotly challenged by three other groups, two of whom proposed less

ambitious programs that included shipment of LPG and gas liquids through Trans

-

mountain Oil Pipeline to the Pacific Northwest and the Interprovincial crude oil

pipeline, which runs through Minnesota, Northern Wisconsin, and Michigan to

Samia and Toronto. Britamoil Pipeline Company, a subsidiary of British Ameri-

can, proposed the use of the surplus in Alberta itself. A final decision on these

proposals had not been made as of mid- September, 1960, but obviously could

have a great bearing on competitive price of LPG in the Chicago area. The pro-

posed Westalta Pipeline Tariff was of the order of 12^ per barrel from Alberta,

or less than 2<^ per gallon. This would provide Alberta producers with a reason-

able return on gas liquids in the field, even at prices below those currently offered

in the Chicago area.

Even if the Alberta LPG were not shipped to Chicago, but followed an

Interprovincial pipeline route instead, an attempt to find a market in areas cur-

rently supplied from the Southwest might have a tendency to back up these supplies

and weaken the Group 3 indicator price and hence, CTA's price.

For the longer term, however, after the upset caused by the accommoda-
tion of Canadian supplies and by the readjustments of supply and market balances

after additional pipeline transportation facilities are installed, the price of propane

in the field should return more nearly to a level consistent with its economics of

recovery at levels necessary to satisfy the growing demand. If demand continues

to grow at its past rate, we believe that surpluses will be absorbed and LPG prices

strengthened. It is difficult to predict exactly when this will happen, but it appears

to be part of a long-term future of propane price.
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CTA will be sensitive to trends in the field prices of propane since it

is a large customer and should expect to receive most of the transportation and

distribution economics that may develop. CTA's only disadvantage in this respect

is the somewhat seasonal nature of its demand (which coincides with the season-

ality of propane sales in general) and the fact that i; prefers butane -propane

mixture during the summertime. Butane -propane mixture may become relatively

more costly in the future as the value of butane to refiners for a component of

motor gasoline becomes more of a factor.

It is also important to remember that propane and diesel fuel heat

contents per gallon differ markedly Any price increase assessed on a gallonage

basis for both fuels (e.g , a tax or transportation charge) hurts propane half

again as much as it does diesel fuel because of propane' s lower heating value

per gallon.

2. Diesel Fuel

Commercial propane is a product with a common nationwide specifica-

tion; diesel fuel, on the other hand, is a generic term for a series of products

meeting specifications of varying severity. Since the two grades that CTA buys

(one for summer use and one for winter use) have the most stringent specifica-

tions with respect to curtailment of smoke and odor in city operations, they may
still be in short supply when other looser- specification diesel fuels for highway

trucking or railroad use weaken in price because they are in surplus. CTA's
diesel fuel is a kerosene type of fuel similar to kerosene itself, range oil, No.

1 heating oil, and commercial jet fuel These materials are limited in boiling

range and are straight run portions of the crude; therefore, their yield, unlike

that of other products such as gasoline or cracked diesel fuels, cannot be ex-

panded beyond the natural content of crude

.

For the near term we foresee that the price of diesel fuel which CTA
buys may strengthen somewhat, primarily because of improved refinery margins

and higher nationwide oil refinery operating levels, which have been considerably

below capacity for several years. If the demand for commercial jet fuel continues

to grow, it may pose a threat to the price levels of kerosene-type fuels in the

Chicago area. Kerosene jet fuel is a threat to diesel fuel supply, however, only

as long as a peculiar federal tax ruling on kerosene versus gasoline -based jet

fuels continues. (Many observers believe that this situation will change.)

In the absence of this threat, we can see no real long-term trend in the

price of diesel fuel. For calculation purposes, we have taken it as constant in

the long term and let shifts in price relative to propane show up as changes in

propane price.
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The Chicago area is a major refinery center, supplied principally by

crude oil from Wyoming, Kansas, Texas, and Oklahoma. It is also supplied by

product refined elsewhere and shipped in by products pipelines. Group 3 again

has some significance in the Chicago market because of products pipeline trans-

portation from Oklahoma and Kansas, but the large volume of petroleum products

refined locally tends to establish Chicago as a separate pricing point as well.

Because of the direction of pipeline flow, the Chicago price will occasionally be

lower than Group 3 plus pipeline transportation; at other times they may coin-

cide. It is never higher for any extended period.

Since the Chicago price can be lower than the Group 3 price plus pipe-

line transportation costs at times when Group 3 markets and prices are firm,

the Chicago price could be threatened if local demand for the kerosene type fuels

substantially exceeded local supply. The area would then have to rely on im-

ported products for much of its demand. This threat exists in the commercial

jet fuel problem. Indiana and Illinois are strong users of No. 1 distillate fuels

(the kerosene group); thus the potential limitation of refinery output is much
more real here than it is in many other areas. In the Indiana-Illinois area

kerosene fractions constitute 9 - 10% of total demand for petroleum. For the

U. S. as a whole, they constitute 7 - 8%. Thus, a limitation on the availability

of the virgin kerosene cut could easily become a problem in the Chicago area

sooner than in the United States as a whole. If this were to happen and Chicago

became increasingly dependent on Group 3 for its added supplies of kerosene

cut, the average price for these materials in the Chicago area could increase.

In analyzing the potential price trends of high- specification diesel,

it is helpful to break this price into a series of components. CTA's price for

high -specification diesel fuel might be viewed as consisting of: 1) the price of

crude in the Chicago area, 2) the refinery margin which fluctuates with the

economy, 3) a product differential between average margin levels and No. 1

heating oil,* and 4) the discount below local price which CTA enjoys. Since

CTA's contract for diesel fuel in recent years has been escalated to the

Group 3 indicator price for No. 1 heating oil, the variation between the delivered

price of Group 3 material in Chicago and the local Chicago terminal price is

built into CTA's own discount. Also built into it is the variation between a

No. 1 heating oil, for which quotations are available, and a somewhat tighter-

specification material which CTA buys.

The trends in price differentials are shown in Figures 4 and 5. For

purposes of this calculation, the price of crude in Chicago was taken as a

Wyoming 36° API gravity crude from Salt Creek. The crude line on Figure 4

represents the Salt Creek posted price plus the tariff from Wyoming to Qiicago

via the Service Pipeline. As an index of the changes in refinery margin in the

^No. 1 heating oil is used because high- specification diesel quotes are available

in relatively few locations.
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Chicago area, we have taken the Chicago posted prices (lows in Piatt's Oilgram)

for five products and weighted them according to the approximate market balance

in the area. This weighting gives premium gasoline 18%, regular gasoline 40%,

No. 1 distillate 10%, No. 2 heating oil 18%, and residual fuel oil 14%. The 12-

month moving average for the refinery product prices is shown as the top line

of Figure 4. Refinery margin has a pronounced seasonality because of the low

values of certain fuels during the summer. Even the 12-month moving average,

however, shows distinct fluctuations. Refinery margins were high during the

peak of the Suez crisis in 1957, but have slumped fairly steadily ever since.

Figure 5 shows both the normal discount for No. 1 heating oil below

the refinery margin average and CTA's normal discount below the local No. 1

heating oil price.

In April, 1960, CTA was paying 9. 4<^ per gallon for high-specification

diesel fuel. At that time, the price of crude delivered to the Chicago refinery

(as defined above) was 7. 9(^ per gallon. The refinery margin was another 2. 80

per gallon, making a total average for the products included at the refinery gate

of 10. 7(^ per gallon. At that point, No. 1 heating oil in Chicago was selling

1.2(^ per gallon below the average product price, while CTA's discount was
0. 10 below that. Although the cost of crude is the largest single element in

product prices, it is relatively insensitive to seasonal and short-term recession

effects. This is shown in Figure 3. Over the nine-year period the total spread

in the moving average and the crude cost to the Chicago refiners has been only

about 10 per gallon. The refinery margin, which is less than half as much an

element of the price in terms of addition to cost, fluctuates seasonally, but also

is very sensitive to recessionary effects. Conservation regulations in producing

states tend to smooth out the fluctuations in the price of crude, and cyclical

economic reactions show up in the price of products instead. The total variation

in the margin, however, has been as great as 1.70 over the last nine years.

The discount below average refinery prices for No, 1 heating oil (a seasonal

product) has also shown a significant tendency to fluctuate. In addition, since

the early 1950' s, it has shown a pronounced decline in, value relative to refinery

margins or to crude itself, probably because of the past limited growth rate

of kerosene fuels in comparison with petroleum products in general. Finally,

the CTA discount from local prices has shown a maximum spread of 1.20 per

gallon.

We have said in effect that the only pronounced trend is the return to

more normal refinery margins. Crude prices may change, but much of this

is shrouded in unforeseeable political decisions with respect to the permissible

level of low-cost foreign crude imports and government regulatory action on

natural gas prices. We have assumed that the pressure to narrow will show up

as an increase in propane price rather than as a decrease in diesel fuel prices.

Margins, in the absence of cyclical effects, should remain relatively stable, as

should the future spread between kerosene fuels and the average price levels of

refined products. With respect to CTA's bargaining power for diesel fuel, we
cannot foresee any long-term change which would affect its discount.
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A forecast of the future price of crude oil is an extremely speculative

venture because of the many political considerations involved. The cost of ex-

ploration and development of new crude oil reserves in the United States has

risen quite rapidly during the 1950' s, and crude -producing companies have pressed

for increases in crude prices. Until recently, however, this pressure has been

overridden by the increasing availability of low-cost foreign crude oils. Com-
petition with foreign oil in the period immediately following Suez was severe

enough to cancel out most of the crude price increase effected during the Suez

crises. This competition with foreign oil has now been effectively restricted by

the imposition of mandatory import controls on low-cost foreign crude oil.

A second factor in downward crude price pressure has been present.

Crude prices have been high traditionally at the well-head to justify increased

exploration and development of new reserves. Immediately after World War II,

however, large shut-in discoveries of natural gas began to find market outlets

through interstate trunk gas pipelines. Initial pricing of the gas in the field was
extremely low to promote the development of new markets. In recent years,

however, it has become increasingly apparent that large blocks of easily de-

veloped gas reserves, which served as the basis for early pipeline expansions,

are no longer available, and new gas prices have been rising rapidly. Still, gas

prices in the field are low enough to permit effective natural gas competition

with residual fuel oil for industrial markets and home heating oil for domestic

markets; thus, oil's growth rate has been sapped, and the market price structure

for some of oil's principal products has been weakened. Therefore, the price of

natural gas in the field has risen or that of crude oil has weakened; consequently,

the prices of the two fuels are coming closer together.

Refinery margins have been declining since 1957. (See Figure 5.) We
expect some recovery to more normal levels within the next year or so. The

most probable threat to light diesel fuel prices might occur in still a different

quarter- -the relative price of the diesel fuels with respect to refinery margins.

Since 1953, there has been a slow, but perceptible, downward drift in the price

"of No. 1 heating oil relative to either the average refined product price (the re-

finery margin plus crude price) or crude prices. This drift has been true not

only of the kerosene type fuels (typified by the No. 1 heating oil), but of all

distillates, including the more widely available No. 2 burner oils for house

heating and 2-D diesel fuels. The decline in relative prices of No. 1 heating

oil has been slightly more rapid than that of No. 2. In Chicago, the traditional

market price spread (which held until 1955) between No. 1 and No. 2 heating oil

was l<j: per gallon. Since 1955, it has declined to a fairly consistent 0.75(^ per

gallon, partly because the Chicago area demand for the kerosene cut products

has not kept pace with the demand for other products.
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In the last analysis, the price of a petroleum product is the result of

prices of competitive fuels, together with a balancing of the supply and demand
considerations for that particular product withm the limitations imposed by the

crude oil supply. The price of distillates has undoubtedly been limited by the

intense competition between No. 1 or No. 2 heating oil and natural gas for

domestic space heat. On the other hand, when the demand for a petroleum prod-

uct of limited supply increases more rapidly than the growth of crude runs, there

is a potential upward price pressure within the structure of products.

The internal prices which the refiner places on various boiling ranges

and blending stocks is a function of their alternate uses. The high- specification

diesel cut is a light virgin kerosene, boiling between 300°F and 520-575°F, de-

pending upon the summer or winter grade. Gasoline yields can be increased by

further processing such as catalytic cracking, and No. 2 fuel oil yields can also

be increased by addition of cracked stocks. However, since the CTA premium
diesel fuel requires a straight- run material, its ultimate availability within the

crude oil barrel is limited. The main products which utilize this boiling range

material of crude are No. 1 heating oil, range oil, kerosene, commercial jet

fuel, and military JP-4 (to the extent that it overlaps the kerosene boiling range).

Approximately 20% of the distillate diesel fuel sold in the Chicago area is a tight-

specification 1-D diesel similar to CTA's summer-grade fuel. The remainder

is the so-called 2-D diesel, which permits the use of cracked stocks; hence, its

supply is not so limited as that of 1-D.

Range oil, No. 1 heating oil, and kerosene have not been growing as

much as other petroleum products, therefore, the kerosene availability within

crude for other products has been increasing. Military JP-4 consists of approxi-

mately 70% of the heavy naphtha or gasoline cut and about 30% of kerosene. The
increasing military demand for JP-4 has put some pressure on the kerosene cut,

but since much of it is gasoline, the effect has not been pronounced. However,
a newer jet fuel, JP-5, which is used for high-performance jet aircraft such as

the Century Series Fighters, and the commercial jet fuel are both kerosenes

with a boiling range approximately equivalent to that of the CTA material. Al-

though the rapidly growing demand for JP-5 and commercial kerosene jet fuel

poses a potential threat to- the availability of high -specification diesel and might

cause upward price pressure in the future, the military demand for jet fuels is

disproportionately concentrated in areas such as California, the Southwest, and

the Northeast; therefore the growth in demand for JP-5 may not affect the im-
mediate Chicago area as seriously as the growth in demand for kerosene jet fuel

for commercial airlines.

It should be noted that the potential effect of the growth of commercial
kerosene demand might be somewhat overrated. Table I shows the pattern of

No. 1 fuel demand in the United States in recent years, on the basis of Bureau
of Mines data. As is evident, the largest single component of the kerosene
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demand is kerosene itself, which is used for tractor fuel and other purposes.

Commercial jet fuel in 1959 was as yet a relatively small factor in total U.S.

kerosene demand, constituting less than 10%,. Even if the 1959 kerosene de-

mand were to rise 500% by 1965 (a possibility), with no increase in kerosene

cut availability (no increase in crude oil refined), the total demand for kerosene-

type materials would increase only by about 25%. Although this may be enough

of an increase in demand to cause some upward price pressure on kerosene, it

is not enough to cause a serious availability problem.

One legal factor could remove much of the pressure of growth in com-
mercial jet fuel demand. The airlines in the United States have the alternative

of using a kerosene jet fuel or a gasoline-based JP-4. Virtually all the domestic

airlines initially elected to use the kerosene jet fuel because of the federal tax

on gasoline. They receive a 2(j: per gallon rebate on the federal gasoline tax

for gasoline purchases. With the increase in the federal gasoline tax from

2(^ to 4(^, however, they still pay a Icj: per gallon gasoline tax, even with the

2(;t rebate. Since JP-4 is 70% a material boiling in the gasoline range, it is

legally classed as gasoline, whereas kt;rosene is exempt from the federal fuel

tax. Thus, most of the U. S. airlines elected to use kerosene fuel because of

the obvious price savings. (Interestingly enough, the Canadian tax is reversed,

and Trans Canada Airlines uses JP-4, sinceitwouldpayadiesel tax on kerosene but

has an exemption on aviation gasoline.) Attempts have been made to close this

tax loophole and to tax jet fuel without regard to its artifical classification as

gasoline or non-gasoline. If this were to happen, airlines would be free to

select the cheapest fuel and thus would pose no real threat to the kerosene

price.

One other possible threat to kerosene prices is the effect of the grow-

ing concern about air pollution and the use of lower-grade fuels in urban areas.

Railroads and over-the-road truckers who originally specified tighter diesel

fuels have been gradually relaxing their specifications in favor of economy.

However, the more economical diesel fuels are obviously accompanied by in-

creasing odor and smoke. Widespread concern over this problem could lead

many diesel users back to tight- specification materials and cause considerable

price pressure.

On the still farther horizon, however, is the possibility that various

catalytic or after-burner types of converters might become effective. Bus lines

could then control exhaust fumes and odors through conversion units rather than

through tight-specification requirements. It is very difficult to foresee the course

of these developments, which could influence diesel fuel prices.
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The fourth factor of consideration is CTA's discount off commercial
prices in the Chicago area. There has been no marked trend in CTA's discount

over the past several years, and we can see little obvious reason for a change.

For the long term, however, diesel fuel prices may be under less up-

ward pressure than propane prices, assuming a continuation of the evident trend

toward narrowing the spread between natural gas field prices and crude oil prices.

C. STORAGE

The Chicago Fire Department considers LPG as a "fire hazard gas"

and the Chicago Building Department calls it a "flammable liquid." Since these

two definitions are somewhat contradictory, the net effect is that LPG falls under

state regulations which are modified by Chicago Fire Department request. In

obtaining new permits, CTA works with two groups: the state fire marshal, who
requires only that CTA adhere to state laws, which require that program stor-

age facilities be at least 50 feet from the nearest building or propertj^ line; and

the Chicago Fire Department, which normally has the safety clearance changed

to 150 feet.

The only remaining restriction on propane deals with zoning. Here,

the most lenient definition of LPG (i.e., "flammable liquid") is used; therefore,

storage regulations are the same as those for gasoline. This means that Ml
zones (light industrial) are the first ones suitable for storage of enough LPG for

CTA use. Areas zoned for heavier industry are, of course, also suitable.

At present, five CTA bams do not have propane facilities, and in-

stalling them would be difficult. CTA believes that if propane were required at

these bams, it would be desirable to consider selling them and to buy land else-

where.

Though industrial land lies close to several of these barns, very little

is unused; hence, to use this land for expansion would probably be expensive.

Expansion of existing propane facilities would, in some barns, be

difficult but not always necessary. CTA tries to maintain a storage ratio of 150

gallons (three days' use) per bus, but existing installations show that a ratio of

100 gallons (two days' use) per bus is quite workable. The principal disadvantage
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of reducing the ratio is increased delivery cost resulting from off-hours (over-

time) deliveries on M^eekends.

We suggest that in order to extend propane use to all barns, CTA
might consider "tank-wagon" delivery for fueling propane buses. It is conceiv-

able that the delivery of LPG in tank trailers could be arranged so that no storage

facilities, other than a transfer metering device conforming to safety codes,

would be required.

Table II summarizes the present Chicago Transit Authority

capitalization and maintenance costs for fuel facilities.
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TABLE II

CAPITAL AND MAINTENANCE COSTS OF FUELING FACTLITIES

Propane Capital Cost

22 dispensers
( at $L 50 gal x 273, 000 gal = $409,000

17 tanks, pumps
J

Propane Maintenance Cost Per Year

Bowser, Inc. (meter maintenance) $ 5,171

Tank paint and clean (every 5 yrs) est. 1, 000

CTA labor on pumps valves 11, 563

Yearly Maintenance Cost $ 17, 734

(tanks do not wear out but cost $7,700 to replace if necessary)

Diesel Capital Cost

21 dispensers \
^^ ^^^ 2OO set $25,200

21 pumps (

25 tanks at $1, 200 each 30. OOP

$ 55,200

Diesel Maintenance Cost Per Year

Automatic Tank Co. $ 4, 100

Tank replacement (10-year life) 3. QOQ

Yearly Maintenance Cost $ 7, 100

Note: Since the sheds, driveways, and islands are similar for both fuels, they

have been eliminated from consideration. The above shows differences

between the two. Price of $1. 50 per gallon of propane capacity is from

Mr. Anthon of CTA.
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IV. ENGINEERING-COMPONENT ANALYSIS

To correlate an engineering analysis with past and prospective main-
tenance costs of diesel and propane buses, we considered several approaches.
That which appeared most meaningful and which would provide the most fruitful

data was an analysis of major component changes. CTA's shop department re-

cords each major component change on a "Cardex" card. With the cooperation

of the CTA, most of this information was punched onto standard IBM cards for
our use. The IBM cards were then processed to yield the information used as a
basis for the curves in Figures 6 through 10,

Not all entries appearing on the bus record caj-Jij were used in the

preparation of the curves, for if we had included two special classes of entries,

the results would have been misleading. First, we eliminated all entries deal-

ing with engine components that were changed when major engine overhauls were
recorded . We felt that such changes were incorporated as a matter of conven-

ience; for example, it is much easier to change an engine torque- converter as-

sembly while an engine is being removed than to disconnect the assembly and

leave the original torque converter in the bus

.

Second, we eliminated certain entries that resulted from emergencies

.

We understand that during one such emergency, when abnormal demands were
placed upon the fleet, CTA was forced to operate every available bus . During

this period, piston ring changes were not made in the normal manner (i.e.,

while the engine remained in the "deadlined" bus); instead, the engine requiring

work was replaced with a spare, and the bus was put back into service. The re-

paired engine was eventually put into service in another bus . This information

was contained in a footnote on the bus record cards . Thus, we eliminated IBM

cards that indicated engine changes associated with a footnoted ring change.

The curves depicting the records of the propane-powered bus series

are drawn separately from the corresponding curves for the diesel-powered bus

series; to facilitate direct comparison, we have drawn them on translucent over-

lay material. Figures 6 through 10, together with their overlays, present the

historical record of changes of one component for four diesel-powered fleets and

for seven propane-powered fleets. They cover changes to engines, rings, heads,

torque converters, and differentials. (Supporting data are included as Appendix

A.)

The vertical scale represents the number of units changed per 100

buses; the horizontal scale, the mileage at which the total number of changes

was completed. Since the number of changes is adjusted to a fleet of 100 buses,

all curves, regardless of the size of the bus series represented, are compar-

able. The curves are cumulative; that is, the height at any point on the curve
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represents the total number of compbdehtChanges «nade up to the corresponding

mileage on the horizontal scale. For instance, the*fnileage at which the curves

cross the "100 line" is the point in the lifetime of th^^us where enough compo-
nent changes had been made to provide one change for*^each bus in the fleet

.

This, of course, does not necessarily mean that the cotnponent had been changed

on every bus in the fleet; one or more buses may have had more than a single

change. In the same way, where the curve crosses the '*200 line" represents the

point in the lifetime of the bus fleet where enough componSnt changes had been

made to provide two changes for every bus in the fleet. •

*

Curves for four fleets of diesel-powered buses do*pot appear on these

charts . These fleets are excluded because operational data f6r earlier years of

service is nonexistent.

*

A small arrow is placed alongside some of the curve^^to indicate the

highest point at which the curve can be considered valid, for at the time this

data was gathered, not all of th^^^j^e^j^^n^^g^^ll^^^d accumulatad mileage be-

yond that indicated by the arrow. The bus fleet, \ in effect, beginJ^to grow

smaller beyond this point; hence, the curve tends \o flatten out, since the data

is plotted on the basis of a uniform fleet size

.

\ *

\
Looking now at theeftte-TAaEtaaiitbaut their overlays --that^ is, at the

curves representing the coi^^^AefiV^lffi.'S.fe'S'^T the diesel fleet only--*ve see a

satisfying degree of uniformity between the four curves on each chart ^ Because

of the effect of the incomplete data on the 500-dOO series, the curve fot the 500-

600 and 6531-6630 series is not as high as somig of the OTh^rs. To illustrate how

the lack of data on the first three years of the life of this s^es causes ^is type

of cumulative curve to become meanin§iess, w§_ plotted a curve for the 661-700

series on two of the charts. (See Figures 9 and it^*^ \ *

% \ \
We would expect the four curves % have^^meVesemblan^ on eSch of

the charts because the bus fleets they repres'&it ar^s^ry Similar . Athougia

minor improvements have been incorporated fftjp onQ>^ese\-poweredVBerie^ to

another, in general, the CMC diesel -powered bo'ltraS'S^^ pr\/en overman ex-

tended period of service and is not susceptible to n$aior^^j»rov^ent from o»e

year to the next . The similarity of the curves bears 'jhis^^eife^ \ » »

On the other hand, the curves for the propane«»^wVred bus^eries chow

a substantial rate of technological improvement. The fir^seVies of pt^pane-j^gw-

ered buses put into service was very difficult and costly to niaiVtain. For exar^

pie, enough propane cylinder head changes were made every SD^yOO miles-^o put

a new head on every bus; the same is true for torque converters;Wd the record

is only slightly better for differentials. The newer fleets, howeveiC indicate.a

better record than the diesels on four of the five charts

.

/ > "
, \

veei aMA^o9q-vi(WT a^ia-ooo&e'3is«B&-
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represents the total number of component changes made up to the corresponding

mileage on the horizontal scale. For instance, the mileage at which the curves

cross the "100 line" is the point in the lifetime of the bus where enough compo-
nent changes had been made to provide one change for each bus in the fleet.

This, of course, does not necessarily mean that the component had been changed

on every bus in the fleet; one or more buses may have had more than a single

change. In the same way, where the curve crosses the "200 line" represents the

point in the lifetime of the bus fleet where enough component changes had been

made to provide two changes for every bus in the fleet

.

Curves for four fleets of diesel-powered buses do not appear on these

charts . These fleets are excluded because operational data for earlier years of

service is nonexistent.

A small arrow is placed alongside some of the curves to indicate the

highest point at which the curve can be considered valid, for at the time this

data was gathered, not all of the buses in the fleet had accumulated mileage be-

yond that indicated by the arrow. The bus fleet, in effect, begins to grow

smaller beyond this point; hence, the curve tends to flatten out, since the data

is plotted on the basis of a uniform fleet size

.

Looking now at the five charts without their overlays --that is, at the

curves representing the component changes for the diesel fleet only- -we see a

satisfying degree of uniformity between the four curves on each chart. Because

of the effect of the incomplete data on the 500-600 series, the curve for the 500-

600 and 6531-6630 series is not as high as some of the others. To illustrate how

the lack of data on the first three years of the life of this series causes this type

of cumulative curve to become meaningless, we plotted a curve for the 601-700

series on two of the charts. (See Figures 9 and 10.)

We would expect the four curves to have some resemblance on each of

the charts because the bus fleets they represent are very similar. Although

minor improvements have been incorporated from one diesel-powered series to

another, in general, the CMC diesel-powered bus has been proven over an ex-

tended period of service and is not susceptible to major improvement from one

year to the next. The similarity of the curves bears this out.

On the other hand, the curves for the propane -powered bus series show

a substantial rate of technological improvement. The first series of propane-pow-

ered buses put into service was very difficult and costly to maintain. For exam-

ple, enough propane cylinder head changes were made every 50, 000 miles to put

a new head on every bus; the same is true for torque converters; and the record

is only slightly better for differentials . The newer fleets, however, indicate a

better record than the diesels on four of the five charts

.

artbur l.Hittle.JInr.
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The Twin Coach cylinder heads continue to be a problem as far as the

data goes . Each new series shows improvement on the chart, but the improve-

ment is much more gradual than that shown for other components

.

In fact, the 8000-8148 series, delivered in 1957, shows a worse rec-

ord than the buses of the first series delivered. This throw-back might be ex-

plained by a change in specifications for the valve seats . We understand that

around 1957, the valve manufacturer requested that valve seats be ground in

such a way that the heat transfer area between the valve and the seat was
reduced. This supposedly resulted in the extraordinarily high failure rate of

the heads on this fleet.

Although the history of the 8200-8349 series has been very short and

therefore inconclusive, the entire fleet has crossed the 50, 000-mile mark, with

its curve showing a promising trend

.

The curves for differential and torque -converter changes (overlays to

Figures 8 and 10) are simpler to interpret. The poor record of the first fleet

is the natural result of building a chassis for a large bus out of components de-

signed for a small one. Once a properly sized differential was put on the Flxible-

Twin Coach bus, however, this problem was eliminated. The torque -converter

curves also show a greatly improved record when the 916 model was replaced by

the larger 918, and the record continues to improve with each new series. Never-

theless, the record never equals or approaches that of the diesel buses; here

again, however, the 8200 series seems to show promise. The curve for the

8000 series illustrates the troubles encountered with the new model 183 converter

before it was improved.

The historyof engine changes (overlay Figure 6 ) for the propane-pow-

ered buses illustrates that the propane -fueled engine is an inherently longer-

lived engine than the diesel. In the CTA shops, an engine is "changed" when it

needs a new crankshaft, new main bearings, or a new block. It is evident that

the lack of lube oil contamination in the propane -fueled engines permits these

parts to last much longer than they do in the diesel

.

Although the curves depicting ring changes (overlay Figure 7 ) seem
to tell the same story, we cannot be as sure here as with the engine - change chart.

It can be argued that the heads have been changed so often that carbon has never

had a chance to accumulate in the engines . This argument does not hold for car-

bon accumulations on the rings themselves, however, since the rings are not

cleaned during a normal head change We feel that the evidence supports the

fact that the propane -powered engine will run a significantly longer time than

the diesel between engine rebuilds (ring changes).

Arthur ai.1tittlc.3lnr.
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Tliis study has brought to liglit Indications of substantial year-to-year
improvement In serviceability for the propane- powered bus. It certainly could
be expected that early models of this vehicle should be prone to failures of vari-

ous types, for in com|>arison with the diesel- powered bus, the propane -fueled

bus was virtually an untried mechanism when first purchased by CTA. Although
2000-3000 propane buses had seen service prior to CTA's purchase of this type

of equipment, the weak points had evidently not been adequately determined and
eliminated.

The facts show, however, that the propane bus and power plant have

improved markedly with each new series purchased. It appears that CTA has

invested a great deal of time and effort in the development of the propane type

of vehicle with very good success and is in a position to reap the benefit of these

efforts. Furthermore, CTA's investment in this development program (on a

revenue- mile basis) appears to have been no greater than the cost to operate

the diesel fleet.

We anticipate that it might be difficult to convince the personnel dir-

ectly concerned with keeping the propane fleets operational that each successive

new fleet has shown improvement over its predecessor. The improvement in

performance of the propane-powered buses (as shown by statistics) cannot be

evident to those concerned with the day-to-day maintenance problems associated

with the vehicles. The shops are replacing as many, or more, cylinder heads

than ever; they are replacing as many torque converters; and they are still re-

placing as many of the other components as they ever did. The over-all picture

presented by the data gathered in this study emerges only after detailed study of

the component change records, in which it becomes apparent that decidely less

work is being performed on the newer series of LPG buses than is being done on

the older series

.

Arthur TJiMnleMc
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V, COST COMPARISON

A. METHOD

In establishing a basis for comparison of propane -fueled and diesel-

powered buses, we selected only those elements which, hopefully, would reveal

significant cost differences. At the same time, we were forced to exclude:

(1) costs which were common and equal (e.g., drivers' wages and staff overhead),

(2) a few items which would be likely to reveal differences but for which data was

not available in meaningful form (e.g., garage repair work, for which costs are

not broken down by bus series); and (3) items for which differences would be of

minor importance in relation to over-all cost (e.g., bus fueling). In effect, then,

we considered four major cost categories: (1) acquisistion, (2) maintenance, ex-

cluding garage labor, (3) fuel, and (4) bus storage.

In comparing the prospective costs of newly acquired 51 -passenger

diesel and propane buses, we based our estimates principally upon CTA's past

experience. This experience, however, does not include any "normal" diesel

bus series purchased in recent years. Thus, we compared the estimated costs

of a newly acquired propane bus and those of a diesel bus that would require ap-

proximately the same maintenance as series 6501-6630. From this, we com-

puted by what percentage the maintenance costs of a newly acquired diesel would

have to be lower than those incurred by series 6501-6630 so that the total costs

of the diesel bus would equal those of a newly acquired propane bus.

Maintenance costs increase with the age or accumulated mileage of a

bus. Moreover, although acquisition costs are incurred only at the beginning of

service, they must be spread over the lifetime of a bus to permit valid compari-

son. Therefore, prospective expenses during the lifetime of each type of bus

have to be reduced to a common denominator ((;t/mile)

.

When we talk of the lifetime of a bus, of necessity we are not speaking

of a clearly defined period, since many original parts are replaced by new or re-

conditioned ones as the bus ages or accumulates mileage. For accounting pur-

poses, CTA assumes a life span of 12 years, but buses of the older series have

often been kept in service for longer periods. Of course, there is no experience

on which the forecast lifetime of the newer bus series can be based. For this

reason, we have arbitrarily assumed two bus lifetimes- -12 years and 18 years-

-

for purposes of cost comparison. (The length of the period has only a minor effect

on the results.) For each period, costs of propane buses were based on a high and

a low estimate of maintenance and fuel costs. (See Table III.)

artbiir ai.lLittlcJnr.
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In finally determining I lie e(iiiivalenr level annual cost (in i/mDe) of

the various items identified with CIA's bus operation, we used a formula of

approximately tlic following type:

n

100 P(H-a)-100Fv" + ^jt'^jl^i^^' +f,Sv^" + 100(s+u) v '
]

c = ~~~ ~

n i-1/2

i=l

where:

c = level annual cost (in i^/mile)

P = current purcliase price of new 51-passenger bus (in $)

a = estimated percentage increase in acquisition cost resulting from

inspection, preparation, and purchase of spare parts

F = estimated scrap value of bus after n years (in $)

V = -^ = discount factor for one year (where I is the rate of yield of

^^^ CTA's recent bond issues)

n = assumed life span of a new bus (in years)

m.= estimated maintenance cost, excluding garage labor, of a newly

^ acquired 51-passenger bus in its itli year of service (in (^/mile)

^. = assumed number of revenue miles of new bus in its ith year of

service

f = estimated cost of fuel i years from now (in i^/gal)

g = estimated average fuel consumption of newly acquired 51-passenger

bus (in gal/mi)

s = annual cost per bus of amortization of capital value of storage

facilities (in $)

u = annual cost per bus of utilities for storage facilities (in $)

The application of this formula can be found in Tables HI, IV, and V.

The major cost elements selected for comparison are discussed in de-

tail below

.

^rtbur a>.li.tttlcj«r.
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TABLE I!

SYNOPSIS OF COMPARED PROSPECTIVE COSTS OF PROPANE AND DIESEL BUSES
(<^/mi)

Assumed Bus Life

12 Years 18 Years

Low High Low High

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

a) Propane buses 13.45 14.35 12.76 13.82

b) Diesel buses if maintenance

expense on le/el of

6501-6630 series 16.50 16.50 15.75 15.75

c) Required reduction in

Diesel maintenance .
.

expense in order to

match cost of Propane

buses b) - a) 3.05 2.15 2.99 1.93

d) Level maintenance expense

rates included in .b) 5.39 5.39 5.66 5.66

e) Percentage reduction In main-

tenance expense rates

c) - d) 57% 40% 53% 34%

Includes acquisition, maintenance (except garage labor), fuel and storage.

artljur ai.Hittlf.llnr.



(1)

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

Discount
Factor (a)

(2)

.97823

.93611

.69580

.85722

.82031

.781}99

.75118

.71883

.58788

.65826

.62991

.60279

X) Tot. yrs 1 to 12

3) Di scounted Total

Assumed
Hi leage
of Bus

(3)

Hi1es

M.OOO
44,000

44,000

42,400

40,700

39,100
37.400

35,700

33.800
31.900

30,000

28,100

451,100

357,913

.57683



TABLE IV 4L

PROSPECTIVE COSTS OF HEWIT ACQUIRED 51-PASSEHGER PROPAHE BUSES

(1)

rs 1 to 12

Tted Total

CI Tot. yrs 1 to 18

D Z\ scounted Total

scount

Factor (")

.57683

.55199

.52822

.50557

.48371

.46288

1151. 100

357,913

26,200

21.300
22.400

20,500

18.500

16.500

579.500

425,219

Annual Amortization Rata

of Total Acquisition Cost

Less Scrap VaU

(2)
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PROSPECTIVE COSTS OF tlE\/LY ACQUIRED 5 1- P ASS E(! G ER DIESEL BUSES

Year
(i)

1

2

3
U
5

6

7

8

9

"10

11

Tot. y
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B. ACQUISITION

The prospective costs of new 51-passenger buses were based on in-

formation received from the CTA comptroller. The $500 scrap value for the

later series (see Table VI) is that used by the comptroller. Although the total

acquisition cost of a propane bus is $1200 less than that of a diesel bus, the

difference is of minor importance when converted to the (f/mi basis used for

comparison. In fact, the difference in acquisition cost amounts to about 0.3(^/mi.

(See Table VI.)

C, MAINTENANCE

1 . Introduction

In the context of this report, maintenance costs comprise expenditures

for replacement parts for body and chassis, and power unit of a bus, as well as

the costs of shop labor associated with major repairs.

To forecast prospective costs of maintenance for CTA's buses, we
used the extensive data that CTA had compiled. (The basic data was obtained

from the Monthly Expenditures of the Shops and Equipment Department for the

years 1947 through May 1960.) Although prospective costs are necessarily pre-

dicated upon a compilation of past experience, such records are of limited value

unless: (a) the costs recorded for different bus types are comparable, and (b)

the costs incurred in different years are comparable.

Early in the study, we found that maintenance costs (in (^/mi) for vari-

ous bus series were fairly close if expenses incurred at the same age of each bus

series were compared. Since various bus series have been put into service in

different years, an analysis entails comparison of expense rates incurred in dif-

ferent calendar years. Because price levels in different calendar years differ

materially, we first had to relate all price data to a common basis by a series

of price indices. More important, however, we also had to make certain that

the maintenance rates recorded for diesels were incurred under conditions simi- -

lar to those which propane buses encountered. Therefore, we investigated the

traffic patterns of CTA's operations.

a. Traffic Pattern

Because CTA officials had slightly different opinions about the traffic

patterns serviced by diesel and propane buses, we made an objective evaluation

of the matter. No significant difference in the patterns serviced by the two types

of buses was found.

3rtl)vtr 21.Hittle.I(itr.
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TABLE VI

ACQUISITION COST AND SCRAP VALUES OF NEW 51-PASSENGER BUSES

Diesel Propane

(1) Price of new 51-passenger bus

as of September 1960, based

on information furnished by CTA $26, 700 $25, 500

(2) Additional cost of inspection,

preparation, spare equipment,

estimated at 1

.

5% of (1) 400 383

(3) Total Acquisition Cost $27,100 $25,883

(4) Estimated scrap value 500 500

(5) Present value of 1 cent per mile

i) over first 12 years of a new

bus (see Exhibit 1, column 3,

line B) 3,579 3,579

ii) over first 18 years of a new

bus (see Exhibit 1, column 3,

line D) 4, 252 4, 252

(6) Scrap value discounted to time of

acquisition of bus

i) for 12 years 295 295

ii) for 18 years 226 226

(7) Amortization of Total Acquisition

Cost less discounted scrap value

in (j:/mi\e

i) Amortization period 12 years

(3)-(6i)- (5i) 7.49 (^/mi 7.15 (^/mi

ii) Amortization period 18 years

(3)-(6ii) -^ (5ii) 6.32 (?/mi 6.03 (^/mi

Arthur ai.^ittlc.ilnr.
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To make a slatisllcal analysis of traffic patterns, we were furnished
a tabulation of CTA's routes classified by each of four variables:

1. Average speed per run during rush hours;

2. Average speed per run during nonrush hours;

3. Average number of stops per mile during rush hours; and

4. Average number of stops per mile during nonrush hours.

These are considered tJie four most significant variables that might affect

maintenance costs and fuel consumption.

With the aid of this information and an assignment schedule of buses

by type during thewinters of 1951 through 1959, we obtained the distribution of

the two types of buses by using the variables listed above. We compared the

results of this test with the distribution of such routes in the total Chicago

traffic system. By means of the Chi square (X^) test, we found a 99% probability

that the difference between the distribution of buses and the traffic routes

served was attributable mainly to chance.

The test was made for the distribution of buses in 1955 and 1959. In

view of the clear-cut result, we decided that it was not necessary to conduct a

test on the basis of a combination of the four variables mentioned earlier.

Table VII gives the results for 1955; Table VIII, for 1959. They exclude a

small number of buses for which data was not available when the tables were

prepared; in any event, the proportion of buses omitted is so small that the

results are not affected; Because of the omissions, however, the total number

of buses of each type are not identical in the breakdown by variables for each

calendar year.

b. Price Indices

With information provided by CTA, we developed a series of price

indices by comparing samples of representative engine and body parts of pro-

pane and diesel buses for different calendar years. We constructed the index

by extending the average annual volume of the parts of the sample at the prices

of each calendar year and dividing the result by the amount obtained when the

same quantities were extended at 1959 prices. Because of gaps in the price data,

we assumed that the price in any missing year was equal to that of the preceding

year. Where gaps extended over several years, we assumed that the prices had

moved in accordance with the U. S, Dept. of Commerce price index for automo-

tive engine parts. The resulting price indices, with 1959 taken as 1.000, are

shown in Table IX.

avtUiiv 71 DitM- 7(«r
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TABLE Vll

DISTRIBUTION OF ROUTES IN THE WINTER OF 1955

a . Ave rage Number of Stops Per Mile During Rush Periods

Average Number
Stops Per Mile

Number of Buses

All Routes

3.99 or less
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TABLE VII (Continued)

c . By Average Speed Per Run During Rush Periods

Speed
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TABLE VIII (Continued)

c. By Average Speed Per Run During Rush Periods

Speed
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TABLE IX

PRICE INDICES FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS

Year

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

Originally, we also planned to construct an index of the labor portion of

maintenance costs, which would reflect not only the rising wage levels, but also

lower labor costs resulting from improved "efficiency" during the period. One

measure of efficiency is the number of pay-hours per 100 revenue miles. Table X
shows that the number of pay-hours per 100 revenue miles has decreased slightly

between 1953 and 1959, The decrease, however, is more pronounced for the pro-

pulsion portion than for the body and chassis portion. Moreover, the rates vary

erratically from year to year and show different patterns for each bus type and for

all motor buses combined.

Additional studynot revealed in Table X, shows that pay-hour per 100 mile

rates fluctuate even more by bus series and do not follow very closely the expenditures

for replacement parts.

Because of the inconclusiveness of statistical evidence and the difficulty of

isolating improvement, if any, in labor efficiency, we abandoned the idea of measur-

ing efficiency before comparing expense rates. Instead, we constructed a labor index

exclusively on the basis of hourly wage rates in different calendar years. (See

Table XL)

Diesel Buses
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TABLE XI

WAGE INDEX FIGURES

Year .; Wage Index

1948 .581

1949 . 609

1950 .649

1951 .669

1952 .715

1953 .748

1954 .779

1955 .803

1956 .832

1957 .882

1958 .959

1959 1.000

artliwr ai.lttttlcjlur.
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2. Bus Series Used

We next had to resolve what bus series should be used as a basis for

forecasting maintenance expenses. Since expense rates per mile increase rather

steeply with age or accumulated mileage of a bus series, bus types must be com-
pared on an age-specific or miles -specific basis. This rules out the rates of the

older diesel series, 61-72 and 1101-1464, which represent the combined rates of

buses put into service between 1939 and 1948.

The rates for diesel series 500-700 also cannot be used, because even

though these buses are the newest diesels in the CTA fleet (having been placed in

service between 1948 and 1951), they were acquired from Chicago Motor Coach
when they were several years old and apparently in a state of neglect. As a re-

sult, their early maintenance expense rates were abnormally high, and their

subsequent rate pattern is completely dissimilar to that of all other bus series.

Moreover, their rates were much higher than those of older diesel buses at the

same age.

The rates of series 8000-8148, 8200-8349, and 8400-8498 were avail-

able for only a very few years and were used primarily as a basis for forecasting

the maintenance expenses incurred by more recent propane buses, in compari-

son with those Incurred by older series.

The rates of the 7200-7299 series (Mack) are higher than those of their

Flxible-Twin Coach counterparts of the same vintage and reflect an entirely differ-

ent model. The rates of all these series (except 1101-1464) have been plotted in

Figure 15, p. 63.

In the light of the foregoing discussion, the only bus series which could

be used as a basis for forecasting were 6501-6630 (diesel) and 5000-5499 and 5500-

5999 (propane).

3 , Trend to Lower Maintenance Costs With Newer Bus Models

A trend to lower maintenance costs is evident only in the jiewer propane

buses. Although the bus design did not change materially, there was a marked

and consistent decrease in maintenance costs from series 5000-5499, which was

placed in service in 1950-51, to series 5500-5999, which was placed in service

1953-55. Later Flxible-Twin Coach propane series.show some further improve-

ment, but experience covers too short a period for accurate measurement of the

extent of improvement. We believe that the actual maintenance costs of propane

series to be acquired in the near future will fall between the high and low esti-

mates that have been provided in Tables III, IV, and V.

artliur ai.mittlc.Knc
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As we pointed oul: carllcT, the latest usable diesel series dates
from 1948, and no new diesels have been acquired since 1951, We tried to

gather pertinent information from other Transit Authorities, but It was too
limited and inconclusive to permit a safe estimate. We believe, however,
that the range of improvement of newer, relative to older, diesel series is

narrower than that for propane buses. Of course, in 1951, propanes were
still comparatively untested, whereas diesels had accumulated considerable
experience and had been corrected long before that time.

To avoid highly speculative predictions of maintenance expense
rates incurred by newer diesel buses, we determined what the expense rates

for diesels would have to be to represent an over-all cost for diesels that

would be the same as that for propanes.

4. Annual and Cumulative Expense Rates

Figures 11, 12, and 13 show annual and cumulative expense rates

(in ^/mi) separately for propulsion, body and chassis combined, and in total

for series 6501-6630, 5000-5499, 5500-5999, respectively. The rates are

plotted against average age of buses in each series . All expense rates are

on a 1959 price and wage level . The basic data underlying the curves is con-

tained in Table XII.

Cumulative expense rates plotted in the figures represent aggregate

expenses incurred up to a given point in time since the buses went into service

divided by total mileage accumulated during that period. The bifurcation of the

graph of total combined cumulative e:(pense rates represents high and low extra-

polations into the future beyond the period of actual experience. These graphs,

especially Figures 11 and 12, demonstrate parallelism between maintenance

rates for propulsion units and those for body and chassis.

Figure 14, the synoptic graph, shows maintenance expense rates as

a function of average age of bus series. The same abscissa represents differ-

ent calendar years for bus series placed In service In different years . The

years during which each series was purchased are indicated beside each series.

The curve for series 500-700 begins at age 4, because the series was

three years old when purchased. Expenses and mileage accumulated are plotted

only from the time CTA acquired the series . As we mentioned earlier, the ex-

cessive expense rates reflect the fact that this series was in a state of neglect

when purchased. The different (partly decreasing) pattern demonstrates that

unusually high initial maintenance expenses were followed by much lower rates,

which tended not to Increase with tJie age of the series.

arthur 21.TtittIf.Kur.
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The expense rates for the 6501-6630 dicsel series nnd those for the
first major propane series, 5000-5499, are very close at comparable ages.

The substantial Improvement of the 5500-5999 propane series over its

predecessor, tlie 5000-5499 series, is apparent. The 8200-8349 propane series
of 1958 appears to suggest furtlier improvements.

In Figure 15, which is limited to diesel series 6501-6630 and propane
series 5000-5499 and 5500-5999, maintenance cost is plotted against accumu-
lated mileage. With the selection of accumulated mileage as a variable, the

relative position of the curves of the three series changes slightly from that of

Figure 14. The maintenance expense rate for propane series 5000-5499 at

300, 000 miles is shown to be about 0.5(^ per mile higher than that for diesel

series 6501-6630. The overlay shows, once again, the parallelism between

propulsion rates and total rates.

D. FUEL

In comparing fuel costs, we have assumed that for the next five years

the cost of diesel fuel will be I0,5i/ga\ and that the cost of propane will be

6.0(;!;/gaI. During the following 10 years, however, diesel is held constant at

10. 5(^, whereas the cost of propane is based on a low estimate of 6.75^ and a

high of 7,5(^, These estimates reflect the price pressures discussed in Section

III.

To translate cost per gallon into cents per mile, we had to consider

consumption. In this regard, we assumed no change in annual consumption for

propane buses, but introduced a factor that reflects the improved fuel consump-

tion of the latest diesel buses. Tliis improvement factor represents an 11% de-

crease in specific fuel consumption (from 0.45 Ib/bhp/hr for older diesels to 0.40

Ib/bhp/hr for the latest GMC types). For future costing, this improved efficiency

has been included in the cost per mile of fuel shown in Table XIII.

STORAGE

To offset the higher maintenance and fuel expenses likely to be re-

flected in the costs of propane buses stored outdoors during the winter, indoor

storage costs have been included in our calculations. Tables XIV and XV, which

were prepared from data developed by CTA staff members and Arthur D. Little,

Inc., representthe most valid compilation of costs and capital investment.

avtlniv 3l.^i«lo,3litr.
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TABLE XIII

ESTIMATED FUEL COSTS PER MILE

Diesel Propane

Low High

(1) Estimated fuel cost for:

Next five years 10.5 (^/gal 6 (//gal 6 t/gal

Rising during following

10 years to 10.5 (^/gal 6.75 <t/gal 7, 5 (^/gal

(2) 1959 fuel consumption of

51-passenger buses (Series

601-700 Diesel and 8200-

8349 Propane) 260 gal/mi ,439 gal/mi

(3) Estimated reduction factor for

fuel consumption of new V-
Diesel engine compared with

671 engine based on consump-
tion per brake-horsepower
tests ,88

(4/ Estimated fuel consumption of

latest engine model ,229 gal/mi ,439 gal/mi

(5) Estimated fuel costs per mile

I (1) x(4) ] for:

Next five years 2.40 «i/mi 2,63 <t/mi 2,63 <?/mi

Rising during following

10 years to 2.40 0/mi 2,96(?/mi 3.29 <t/mi

3rtliur 21.lLittU\il>tr.
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We allocated the aggregate replacement cost of storage facilities to

propane and diesel buses in proportion to the number of buses stored, and then

converted the allocated amount to an annual figure by applying an amortization

factor based on CTA's current bond interest rate of 4.5%, Although the length

of the amortization period is somewhat arbitrary, it has comparatively little

effect on storage costs. Two sets of figures were prepared. One uses an

amortization of 66 years (CTA's estimate of the lifetime of its storage facili-

ties), and the other uses 40 years. (See Table XIV.) The cost of utilities

(shown in Table XV) was then added to the annual cost of replacement storage

facilities . The annual cost of utilities represents a fairly considerable por-

tion of the total annual storage cost.

In determining what portion of the total utilities cost for each garage

is assignable to storage facilities, we expressed it as a percentage of total re-

placement value of garage facilities and applied this percentage to storage facil-

ities only. (See Table XV.) It was not deemed necessary to refine this method
of allocation, since it would have a negligible effect on annual storage costs

.

We next converted annual aggregate storage costs into cents per mile

by dividing them by the aggregate annual mileage of each type of bus . Li column
10 of Table XIV, we used actual 1959 mileage; thus, 1959 storage costs appear

in column 11. The differential in storage costs between diesels and propanes in

1959 reflects not merely that a greater proportion of diesels was stored indoors,

but also that the average diesel mileage during that year was less than that of

propanes because the diesel fleet included a greater number of older buses.

In Table XVI, the storage costs for new buses are divided into pro-

jected mileages. The figures are based on the assumption that newly acquired

diesel and propane buses will run 44, 000 miles during the first year, with a

gradual scaling down to 40, 700 miles during the fifth year, to 31, 900 during

the tenth year, and to 28, 100 during the twelfth year. (See Table IV,) Be-

cause of the assumption of equal mileage for both types of buses, the storage

cost spread between diesels and propanes shown in Table XVI is narrower

than that shown in Table XIV.

artbur ai.littlcjnr.



TABLE XVI

PROJECTION OF STORAGE COSTS FOR NEW BUSES

Diesel Propane

(1) Annual storage cost per bus assuming

amortization of storage facilities in

40 years (see Exhibit 6, column 9) $ 470

(2) Present value of storage cost at time

of acquisition of bus (interest 4-1/2%):

i)For first 12 years 4, 381

ii) For first 18 years 5,842

(3) Present value of l<l:/mi for a new

51-passenger bus (see Table IV

column 3, lines B and D):

i)For 12 years 3,579

ii) For 18 years 4, 252

(4) Level annual rate of storage cost per

mile for new bus:

i) Over 12 years (2i) -=- (3i) 1.22 (^/mi

ii) Over 18 years (2ii) -h (3ii) 1.37 t/mi

$ 323

3,011

4,015

3,579

4,252

.84 «^/mi

.94 i/mi

artlntr ai.H.tttli-.ilnr.
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VI. AIR POLLUTION, TOXICITY, ODOR AND NOISE

A. INTRODUCTION

We have only briefly considered the factors of air pollution, toxicity,

odor and noise produced by buses. We were concerned not only with absolute

judgments on these matters but also with significant relative differences between
the two fuels and two motive-power systems under consideration.

In general, the amount of quantitative information available from all

sources is limited, and we have not attempted to further measure the air pollution,

toxicity, odor, and noise of bus operations even though they have an obvious effect

on the riding public. Instead, we attempted to gather available information to de-

termine whether the two fuels under consideration are so different in these re-

spects that the difference would have a decisive effect in the study. It was our

opinion that since the differences are not great and are of a more subjective nature,

they should be given serious consideration only if a decision between the two types

of motor power could be arrived at on the basis of economic judgments.

From the general public's viewpoint, propane and propane engines ap-

pear to be profitable because they have exhibited less tendency to produce odor,

noise and visual smoke, but we feel that these advantages are not sufficient to

override the economic consideration a public authority such as the CTA must face.

B. AIR POLLUTION

1. Influence of Chicago's Physical Features

Chicago's air pollution problem is about equal to that of most other

large cities. Its climate and terrain are of great help in preventing severe pollu-

tion problems. Its flat terrain provides good year-round ventilation, and its

average yearly wind velocity of 10 mph compares favorably with the 5 mph sum-

mer average of wind in Los Angeles. Although stable atmospheric conditions

(i.e. ,
pollutant-trapping inversions) blanket the Chicago area over 52% of the time,

they occur in conjunction with low wind velocities (below 8 mph) only 1% of the time.

Thus, truly bad air pollution could plague Chicago no more than 1% of the time.

These factors alone more than compensate for the fact that Chicago's

output of pollutants per square mile is at least equal to that of Los Angeles:

Colder weather requires greater consumption of heating oils; Chicago's popula-

tion density is greater (17, 500 per square mile vs 4400 per square mile for

artlmr ai.^Xtttlc.Knr.
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Los Angeles in 1950). its industrialization is greater than that of Los Angeles on

a square-mile basis; and its vehicle fuel consumption per capita is about two

thirds that of Los Angeles,

Chicago's particulate air pollution is somewhat higher than that of

most cities of less than two million population and slightly lower than that of

cities of equal or larger size. In 1957, the National Air Sampling network found

the results shown in Table XVII.

TABLE XVII

PARTICULATE AIR POLLUTION IN SELECTED CITIES

(milligrams per cubic meter)

Over 2 Million Population: Under 2 Million Population:

Detroit
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Other attention is being focused on air pollution problems by various

groups, including the Midwestern Air Pollution Prevention Association, the North-

eastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, several citizens' groups,

and local newspapers.

3. Types of Air Pollution

Chicago's air pollution problem (and, for that matter, CTA's) can be

divided into two categories: atmospheric and localized. The atmospheric pollu-

tion problem includes high dustfall levels and occasional smog; the localized pol-

lution problem is caused by heavy traffic, high building density and heating fuel

consumption, and low wind velocity. (The wind is blocked by tall buildings.)

a. Atmospheric Pollution

Because of better ventilation, Chicago's air pollution problem is minor

in comparison with that of Los Angeles, but Chicago is plagued by high dustfall

levels during the winter. At present, the only reliable data on Chicago's atmos-

pheric pollution problem deal with dustfall. Such figures, of course, include all

particulate matter (e.g., soot, dust, and condensed fumes). According to the

following tabulation, by the Air Pollution Control Board, the city's air pollution

is declining.

Year Air Pollution

(tons/sq mi/month)

1935 68

1940 54

1945 68

1950 59

1955 53

1959 49

b. Localized Pollution

Localized pollution becomes apparent to anyone approaching the Loop

on a main thoroughfare; haze and odor increase noticeably. Pollution levels in

the area are a direct result of building heaters and internal combustion engines.

Day-by-day plots of dustfall show a strong correlation with temperature; this

indicates that heating is responsible for a great deal of the problem.

Arthur ai.lCittlc.ilnr.
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MoKt complaints received by Cliicagn's Air Pollution Control Depart-
ment deal with localized pollution. Only a small percentage of the complaints,
however, have to do with CTA vehicles, and most of the complaints about CTA's
buses concern dicsels.

4. CTA's Contribution

a. Atmospheric Pollution

The 1959 Bi-state report "guesstimated" pollutant contribution by vari-

ous fuels. (See Table XVIII, ) The work is extremely sketchy and valid only for

indicating order- of- magnitude importance of the various sources, but it is help-

ful in placing CTA's contribution in perspective. All figures represent tons per

day contributed to the Chicago Metropolitan Area- -a tract housing (in 1950) five

and one-half million people and encompassing Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, and

Will Counties (in Illinois), and Lake County (in Indiana), In the last two columns

of Table XVIII these area figures are apportioned to Chicago specifically; for the

fuels, usually on the basis of population; and for industries, on the basis of loca-

tion.

These figures are obviously high, since they do not reconcile with meas-

ured dustfall quantities. However, they are adequate for calculating percentages

if no other figuies; are used. They indicate that the total of all pollutants within

the Chicago ciry limits is 5000-6000 tons per day, of which all motor vehicle

transportation contributes about 1,300 tons, or 20-25%.

CTA's fuel consumption picture in 1957 looked like this:

CTA's Consumption

as a % of Chicago's

1

18

83

Fuel



Residual Fuels



Eloct. Hachy. Mfr.

Basic H8tal« Mfr.

Tronsp. Eqpt. Hfr.

Furniluro Mfr.

Petroloutn Refinino

Gasolin. Handling

Dry Cleaning

Stone, CUy and
Glass

Car tJurning

Paint and Chem. Hfr

TABLE Xy I I 1

POLUUTAKT COKTRIBUTlOli TO CHICAGO BY ¥ A R lOU S FUELS

ITons/Oa, 1

Diesel Fuels

Residual Fue

1.2 m bbl

29 HH bbl

Coke Oven Gas
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In spite of the Bi-state's report statement that propane is not an air

pollution contributor, it is. Wallace Linville et al. of the Los Angeles Air Pol-

lution Control District says in a report on vehicle exhaust control methods that

propane engines emit more hydrocarbons than gasoline engines, and equal amounts
of nitrogen oxides. Since the hydrocarbon output is not quantified, we will assume
it is also equal to gasoline's.

A brief calculation, then, reveals that CTA's contribution to Chicago's

atmospheric pollution is roughly as follows:

Particulates 0.15%

Nitrogen Oxides 0.50%

Hydrocarbons 0.65%

b. Localized Pollution

Because available data on localized pollution is somewhat thin, we were
unable to measure how important the public considers bus fumes. Everyone inter-

viewed, however, felt that buses were "big contributors" and that diesels were
much worse offenders than other types of buses.

The Bi- state Study of Air Pollution in the Chicago Metropolitan Area
gives some indication of the relative importance of winter building heating and

vehicles as sources of pollution. Suspended dust counts averaged for several lo-

cations around the city (one of them near the Loop) indicate that Chicago's over-

all reading for December is 224% of JuJy's. This indicates a winter heating com-
ponent of 55%, and we will assume the same figure holds for the business district.

Since all other pollution must be attributed to: (1) blow-in (which is a possibility

even though winter winds are principally from the west, and most pollution pro-

ducing industry is southwest of the city), (2) vehicular traffic, or (3) other

sources in the immediate area (nearby industries are not producers of significant

pollution), we deduced that about 45% of the responsibility rests with the vehicles

In the winter. In the summer, this figure should double.

The 1960 Cordon Count (see Table XIX) gives some idea of the rela-

tive contribution of CTA buses to the business district's pollution problem in

May, 1960. This count provides data on traffic in and out of the district. For

purposes of this estimate, we assumed that a bus' emission is equal to that of

two automobiles or taxis and to that of one service vehicle. Adjusted percent-

ages compensate for this and reveal that CTA's share of vehicular pollution in

the business district is about 4.25%.

artbitr ai.lLittleJnr.
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TABLE XIX

TYPES OF VEHICLES OPERATINC, IN CHICAGO'S BUSINESS DISTKICT,

MAY, 1960

AcHiiil Visils P(.;r Day Adjiislccl I'cn c.-ntajjcs

Out-of-town liiisrs L KM) .Kl

Automobiles !*)(), iSS f.8.S'»

Taxis 29,709 10.71

Service vehicles 21,701 15.64

CTA buses 5,900 4. 25

TOTAL 248,788 100.00

Since CTA accounts for only 4.25% of vehicular pollution, and the latter

accounts for 45% of winter business district pollution, CTA's winter contribution

is about 2%. hi the summer this figure rises to 4%.

It should be emphasized that the foregoing figures are only estimates

based on assumptions and other cities and that the figures are valid only for indi-

cating order- of- magnitude importance of CTA's pollution contribution.

5. Chicago City Code

Chapter 17, Paragraph 22 of the Municipal Code of Chicago places new

or reconstructed diesel buses in Class 1, and existing unreconstructed diesel

buses in Class II. Reconstruction is defined as costing 50% or more of the total

replacement cost; therefore, definitions can be simplified to read: Class I - new

buses (bought after May 1, 1959); Class II - old buses (bought before May 1, 1959).

These are the most restrictive classes and diesels are listed under them to make

tighter control possible. Even so, the restriction of these classes is not particu-

larly great .

Gasoline fueled buses belong in Classes 111 and IV, Class III referring

to new equipment and Class IV referring to old. Propane buses are considered

no problem by the Control Department; hence, they are not classified.

artbiir Zn.llittlc.Knr.
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Emission of particulate matter is limited to 0.35 grain per cubic foot

of gas measured at a temperature of 60 °F and a pressure of 30 inches of mer-
cury For particulate matter over 44 microns in size, the limit is 0.21 grain

per standard cubic foot

,

Paragraph 25 of the Air Pollution Control Code lists specific limilationr; for

steam and diesel locomotives, cupolas, heating and reheating furnaces, air fur-

naces, steamsliips, and other vessels, however, diesel engines or buses of any

type are not listed.

Paragraph 27 states that all violations are considered a public nuisance

and may be summarily abated by the director of the Air Pollution Control Board,

Paragraph 32 says no person shall operate or cause to be operated any-

where in Chicago any internal combustion engine which emits "any unreasonable

and excessive smoke, obnoxious or noxious gases, fumes, or vapor."

6. Current Legal Interpretation

Melvin S. Rembe, LLB, legal advisor to the Illinois Department of Public

Health has analyzed the current law as follows.

"Chapter 99, Section 4 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides 'No

building, vehicle, structure, etc., shall be made, used, kept, maintained or

operated in the city if such use, keeping, maintaining or operating shall be the

occasion of any nuisance or snail be dangerous to life or detrimental to health
'

(emphasis added),

"In constructing this ordinance, the Illinois Supreme Court in its opinion

delivered in November, 1957 said, 'Odors which prevent people from eating their

meal and which cause them to become nauseated endanger the public health. .....

and are therefore in violation. ' In various opinions it has been decided that the

nature of the neighborhood (i.e. , industrial) has no bearing on this decision.

"In O'Connor vs Aluminum Ore Company it was held that dangerous

gases and smoke carried by wind over, into, or above the plaintiff's residence,

depriving the plaintiff of comfort, use and enjoyment of the property, leaves

Aluminum Ore Company liable for maintaining a nuisance and allows plaintiff to

recover for personal injury.

artbiir ai.'itittlc.Ilitr.
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"Generally speaking, the property owner has a natural right to have

the air over his premises reasonably free from contamination, and others lack

the right to use their property as to cast impurities into the atmosphere over

adjoining property in amounts interfering with that property's use and enjoyment.

Thus a remediable nuisance may consist in contaminating the atmosphere by dust

or chaff, by mist or steam, by noxious odors, by noise, or by smoke, fumes
and gases.

"As a general rule reasonable measures regulating atmospheric pollu-

tion will be held valid by the courts in this state."

C. TOXICITY

Toxicity must be considered principally in terms of the health hazards

created by carbon monoxide, since we do not have solid opinions on the health-

hazard levels of other pollutants . Data on carbon monoxide is not available from

any extensive Chicago study, but single measurements at busy intersections near

the Loop have indicated peak levels of 40-50 ppm. In a comparison of the pol-

lutants emitted by diesel- and propane-powered buses, the carbon monoxide level

should probably be taken into consideration in center-city routes, where carbon

monoxide might be inhaled before the gas becomes dispersed and changes to car-

bon dioxide. Los Angeles has set up pollutant-consideration limits for many
cases. Its limits for carbon monoxide classified 30 ppm for 8 hours as "serious"

though not of an "emergency nature."

D. ODOR

Odor is evaluated subjectively by the public, and the city has not at-

tempted to do otherwise. The problem is further complicated by the lack of meas-

uring techniques. No inventor has been able to design a system or device that will

measure noxious odors with even fair consistency. Most methods involve the

human nose; hence, analyses become highly subjective.

The net result is that no city has been able to quantify odor control,

and the whole problem has been thrown to the courts. The key is the definition

of nuisance odors. Chapter 17, Paragraph 32 of the Municipal Code of Chicago

says that no person shall operate or cause to be operated anywhere in Chicago

any internal combustion engine that emits "any unreasonable and excessive smoke,

obnoxious or noxious gases, fumes, or vapor." Chicago's code is primarily a

smoke-abatement code, and nowhere are such terms as "noxious" quantified.

In fact, the closest the code comes to quantifying this term is in Paragraph 2.63,

which says:

Arthur ai.lttttlcKnr.
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"Noxious acids: anhydrous or hydrous acid forms in concentrations high

enough to be toxic or to cause atmospheric pollution or to constitute a nui-

sance as defined in this chapter." It then defines "nuisance" as particulate

or other matter which causes injury, detriment, or annoyance to the public

or endangers the health, comfort, safety, or welfare of the public, or causes

or has a natural tendency to cause injury or damage to business or properly.

Such phrases, of course, effectively remove jurisdiction from the Control

Board and place it in the hands of the courts

,

E. NOISE

Certain suburbs of Chicago have written noise-level limits into their

codes. These communities, along with the noise levels they allow, are shown

in the following tabulation.

TABLE XX

ALLOWABLE NOISE LEVELS
(decibels)

Residential
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Chicago itself has no ordinance on allowable noise levels. The closest

that any of its regulations comes is to limit "intense earth shaking vibration" to

300 feet from the source in areas zoned for industrial use. Thus, the only cur-

rent restriction on the noise of CTA's buses lies in the court's interpretation of

"nuisance." Mr. Allen, assistant head of CTA's Legal Department, reports

that he knows of no instance in which CTA's buses have been involved in a "noise"

suit. He also says that there is no evidence that the state or local courts are

becoming more stringent in their definition of nuisance. (See Section C above.)

Detroit is reported to have one of the most effective and up-to-date

noise control codes, and it makes no mention of buses. To our knowledge, no

major study is actively concerned about bus noise.

Arthur ai.Utttlc.Ilttr.
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VU. TRENDS

Radical changes in power plants suitable for use in CTA's buses do

not appear probable within the next five years. Over the longer term (10-15

years), however, several developments that may have a bearing on CTA's fu-

ture operational requirements will warrant careful scrutiny. Perhaps the most
significant of these projects is the work being done on fuel cells, which are de-

signed to convert fuel directly into electrical energy. Already installed in ex-

perimental tractors, such fuel cells are being tested for improved efficiency.

Although sources other than fuel cells are being devised to provide

tractive power, electricity from one source or another is likely to provide the

optimum means of power in the not too distant futiire.

We also believe that within 10 years, sources other than the Internal

combustion engines will provide power for automotive vehicles . We do not look

for great improvement in internal combustion engines, inasmuch as they are

highly developed at the present time. Considering the rapid pace of current

technology, however, other methods (e.g. , fusion power) may be forthcoming

in the near future

.

Perhaps the greatest research effort in power plants is being devoted

to evaluation of the gas turbine engine. Several automotive manufacturers are

conducting exhaustive tests to improve this engine for automotive application

.

Chrysler Motors recently announced that the turbine engine Is considered prac-

tical for automotive applications, and that a reasonably priced gas turbine en-

gine will be available for installation in automobiles within three to five years

.

Ford and General Motors, on the other hand, feel that the gas turbine engine

can be used to best advantage in trucks and tractors.

The major drawbacks of the gas turbine are initial price and fuel con-

sumption. The efficiency of the gas turbine is still much lower than that of the

diesel; in fact, it requires 50-60% more fuel to generate the equivalent power

output of a comparable diesel engine. Design engineers engaged in developing

gas turbine engines for trucks and tractors are hopeful of improving the engine's

economy by at least 10% during the next year. Eventually, they hope that the gas

turbine can become as economical as the diesel engine.

When considering developments of power sources that could conceiv-

ably be used in buses, we foresee no development which should come as a com-

plete surprise to reasonably alert mani'gement. Since the margin of operating

capital in any public transportation venture is not conducive to revolutionary ex-

perimentation, CTA should not consider too strongly the possibility of engaging

in pure research on new power sources. However, because of the publiciry

associated with development of new sources of power, CTA, with a surveillance

program, can keep reasonably well informed about new means of powering buses

and their possible implication with regard to future bus operations.

avtlmr Zn.'^tittU'.JInr.
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APPENDIX
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FREQUENCY OF UNIT CHANGES

BY TYPE OF BUS
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TABLE A-I

ENGINE CHANGES

a . Propane

Thousands of

Miles

No. of

Changes

Series: 27-2750 & 5000-5499

Fleet Size = 550

<50
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TABLE A- 1 (Continued)

Thousands of



TABLE A -I (Continued)

Thousands of
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TABLE A -I (Continued)

Thousands of
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TABLE A-I (Continued)

Thousands of
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TABLE A -II (Continued)
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TABLE A -II (Continued)
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TABLE A~II (Continued)



TABLE A- II (Continued)
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Miles

No. of

Changes % of Fleet Accumulative %

Series: 500-600 & 6531-6630

Fleet Size = 198

Vintage: 1948

< 50, 000



TABLE A -III

DIFFERENTIAL CHANGES
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TABLE A -III (Continued)

Miles
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TABLE A -III (Continued)
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TABLE A-III (Continued)

Miles

Series: 1205-1399

Fleet Size = 195

50,000-99,999

100, 000

150, 000

200, 000

250, 000

300, 000

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

Series: 6501-6520

Fleet Size = 19

50,000-99.999

100, 000

150, 000

200, 000

250, 000

300 000

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

550, 000

600, 000

No. of



100

TABLE A-III (Continued)



101



102

TABLE A-IV (Continued)

Miles

Series: 5922-5999

Fleet Size = 78

< 50, 000

50,000-99,999

100, 000

150, 000

200, 000

Series: 8000-8148

Fleet Size = 149

<50, 000

50,000-99,999

100,000

Series: 7200-7299

Fleet Size = 100

< 50, 000

50,000-99,999

100. 000

150, 000

Series:

Fleet Size

8200 •8349

150

50,000

50,000-99,999

No. of



103

TABLE A-IV (Continued)

Miles

Series: 1101-1144

Fleet Size = 29

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

550, 000

Series: 1145-1169

Fleet Size = 23

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

550, 000

Series: 1170-1204

Fleet Size = 28

300, 000

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

b. Diesel



104

TABLE A-IV (Continued)
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TABLE A-IV (Continued)



106



107

TABLE A-V (Continued)

Miles

Series: 5922-5999

Fleet Size = 78

<50, 000

50,000-99,999

100, 000

150, 000

200, 000

250, 000

Series: 8000-8148

Fleet Size = 149

< 50, 000

50,000-99,999

100, 000

Series;

Fleet Size

7200-7299

100

<50, 000

50,000-99,999

Series:

Fleet Size

8200-8349

= 150

<50, 000

50,000-99,999

100, 000

150, 000

No. of



108

TABLE A-V (Continued)



109

TABLE A-V (Continued)

Miles

Series: 1205-1399

Fleet Size = 195

< 50, 000

50,000-99,999

100, 000

150, 000

200, 000

250, 000

300, 000

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

Series:

Fleet Size

6501-6520

19

50, 000-99, 999

100, 000

150, 000

200, 000

250, 000

300, 000

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

550, 000

600, 000

No. of



no

TABLE A-V (Continued)

Miles

No. of

Changes % of Fleet Accumulative %

Series: 61-72, 1400-1464, & 6521-6530

Fleet Size = 87

Vintage: 1947

<50, 000

50,000-99,999

100, 000

150,000

200. 000

250, 000

300 000

350, 000

400, 000

450, 000

500, 000

550 000

26

29

54

43

54

41

26

8

9

2

Series; 500-600 & 6531 -6630

Fleet Size = 198

50, 000



Ill

TABLE A-V (Continued)
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WT 1407S6 1 68 00




